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At a regional headquarters of an international energy company, a MIS contractor effectively captures and closes off
the UNIX based telephonic switching system for the entire complex. Subsequent investigation uncovers that the
contractor had been notified a week earlier that he was being terminated. Further investigation reveals that the
employee has two prior felony convictions.
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As this case shows, malicious actions on the part of insiders within your organization can have very serious
consequences. Today when most everyone focuses on the threat your network from external sources such as
hackers, crackers and malicious code, in reality, you are much more likely to suffer compromise of your network or
loss of proprietary information by people inside your own organization. Insiders continue to pose a more serious risk
then outsiders. Security breaches such as electronic sabotage, equipment theft, theft of corporate resources and
access abuses are ever increasing. According to the Computer Security Institute/FBI and Ernst and Young, nearly
50% of all network attacks come from the inside, often from unhappy workers. In fact in Survey 2000 conducted by
ICSA, at least half of all respondents experienced insider security breaches related to unauthorized installation of
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represents at least as much risk as to corporate assets as external crackers and virus writers.
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So, what actions can you take to mitigate the risk from loss to your organization from the insider threat ?
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The Insider and the Threat
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Before we look at the recommended actions for mitigating risk to the insider threat, let us identify who the insider is.
Although all employees in your organization potentially are a threat for computer security breaches, organizations
should focus on the information technology specialist. These personnel design, maintain or manage critical
information systems. They are of primary concern in your efforts to mitigate the risks to the insider threat because
they are the personnel who usually hold the keys to your information kingdom. They also possess the necessary
skills and access to engage in serious abuse or harm to your information systems. These information technology
specialists may be regular full-time or part-time staff employees, contractors, consultants or even temporary workers.
Remember that a well-placed insider can pinpoint key data quickly and that none of the operating systems used in
organizations today are immune to root compromise from an existing user account.
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Now that we have defined who the insider is and established the fact that your insider can pinpoint the critical
information within your organization with which to perform malicious acts, what are the prudent steps that your
organization can take to mitigate the risk of this threat ?
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Risk Mitigation steps to the Insider Threat
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Each company should start their risk mitigation process against the insider threat by seriously looking at their hiring
processes and procedures. I would highly recommend that a company take a serious look at paying the price to
conduct some type of pre-employment screening/background checks on their prospective employees before they
make an offer to hire. Although this may be a challenge in our tight labor market, there are companies that can
perform these background checks very quickly. If you cannot perform background checks on all your potential hires,
ensure that you do this at a minimum for your information technology specialists.
The next, thing that your organization should do is to set a structured coordinated effort with the HR, and IT
departments within your organization for new personnel in-processing and for personnel out-processing. I believe
that organizations don’t combine in a comprehensive way, information security and physical security. For example,
one of the major reasons for physical theft is the lack of asset control. With PCs, peripherals, external drives and so
on so easy to acquire, companies in many cases do not know what has been acquired and as a result, asset tags
are never attached
to devices.
Physical
inventories
of assets
rarely
conducted
and as
employees come and go,
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or move from department to department, these small devices just get lost in the shuffle. This coordinated and
structured effort must be established in the initial in processing of each individual into your organization. Your HR
Department should ensure that each new employee receive:
A briefing on the computer security policies within the organization
An indoctrination on security awareness
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Of course, everything with respect to computer security starts with your organization’s security policy. By having
established policies and ensuring that all employees are aware of the consequences for failure to comply with these
established policies will go a long way in mitigating some of your insider risk.
Also, it would be prudent that each individual have their access privileges and or limits established by their
immediate supervisor/manager and that these privileges be verified with the supervisor/manager by the system
administrators prior the end of the employee’s first day.
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I also believe that each new employee should be required to sign a proper receipt for the equipment that they will
operate and maintain.
Finally, all users should be required to sign an acceptable use policy stating that they are responsible for protecting
information used or stored in their accounts.
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My reasoning for the measures detailed above are because, I believe that the most common management
errors/ommissions when it comes to computer security lapses are: failure to have clear standardized rules governing
the use of information systems with explicit consequences for misuse and failure to punish rule violators.
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As for employee out-processing, it is essential that all user accounts be terminated before the employee’s last day.
The number of
cases
that separated
to extract
revenge
on their
former employers indicates
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a need for improved management of the termination process. Policy and procedures should be in place to define the
steps that must be taken by HR, IT support and Security to provide prompt notification of changes in the status of
your personnel.
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Some Additional Actions
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Organizations should require that their personnel use password protected screen savers that activate after 15
minutes or less of idle time because this can help to reduce the opportunities for unauthorized access to unattended
terminals
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Use of file encryption to protect your company’s sensitive files stored on servers is another approach to effectively
manage at-risk employees.
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Also, it may be wise to install programs that monitor your employee’s at-work electronic communications. However, it
would be wise to consult with your legal consul before initiating any type of monitoring activities
Your security policy should only allow software to be installed by authorized members of the IT staff.
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Finally, you should require system administrators to perform comprehensive information security audits. You should
require that audit logs be stored and reviewed at least weekly. Of course, you must allocate your system
administrators sufficient time and resources to adequately review these logs.

Conclusion
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All of the above actions are focused on the insider threat. This list is not intended to be inclusive but to highlight
those actions that I believe to be the most beneficial against this threat. Understand that your organization must also
deploy other standard protective measures such as firewalls and intrusion detection systems. Companies with
layered defenses detect a far greater number of both insider and outsider breaches.
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A major factor in the rise in corporate computer fraud and computer crime is the fact that most companies have
failed to establish sufficient security policies, procedures and controls on their computer systems. In addition,
because of down sizing, process re-engineering and other efficiency moves, internal controls may not be adequate
to deter insider abuse. Disgruntled employees and other insiders pose a tremendous threat to companies and
organizations. These individuals usually know what controls are in place, and may have the ability to circumvent
these controls or exploit weaknesses found in applications, systems and networks. Your information technology
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specialists will
definitely
possess
the requisite
skills.
Only
by adapting
a comprehensive
to applying
technological and human factors to information security can an organization adequately protect itself from both the
outside threat and the inside threat. If your organization takes to heart and effectively implements the actions
delineated above, you will at least have taken prudent steps to mitigate the risk of computer security breaches from
your employees. In short, when it comes to mitigating insider risk it pays to sweat the small stuff.
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